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Draft Paper
Tangential-firing (TF) boilers develop a large swirling fireball by coal and air injected from the corners of the burner zone,
which has many advantages including intensive mixing, long particle residence time, and uniform heat absorption
between walls. However, actual systems may suffer from troubles that break the axisymmetry of the fireball. This study
investigated the impact of uneven secondary air (SA) distribution between the corners in a 500 MWe TF boiler caused by
contamination of air preheaters. A total of six cases were selected from actual operation data in which the SA flow ratio
between corners ranged from 1.0 (normal operation) to 1.91 at different burner tilt angles. The computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations adopting advanced coal combustion models were performed for these cases to validate the
modeling approach. Then, a total of 16 new cases were established for parametric studies varying the SA ratio (1.0 − 1.9)
and burner tilt angle (−15° − +26°) while fixing other operation variables constant, such as coal properties, excess air
ratio, and boiler load.
The results showed that the uneven SA supply between corners led to large variations in the flow, temperature, and
reaction stoichiometry. The deformation of fireball concentrated the heat flux on particular areas of the walls (evaporator),
with up to 19% larger heat absorption on two walls compared to the other two. The total wall heat absorption was also
larger than the normal operation cases. The peak temperature entering convective tube bundles increased by 20 °C or
larger compared to the respective normal operation cases with the identical burner tilt, which can significantly increase
the propensity of ash slagging. NOx emission increased by 6.7% on average, which was associated with the nonuniformity of O2 concentration. In contrast, the total carbon conversion was not noticeably influenced by the uneven SA
supply. The trends at different burner tilt angles were similar to those with uniform SA supply, but a burner tilt of +15°
exhibited the worst results in the overall performance. Downward burner tilt alleviated the non-uniformity of flow and
heat transfer to some degree by a larger exchange of momentum between air jets.
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